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Welcome to Small Business Emergency Preparedness.These materials are designed to provide small business owners and managers with an awareness of the tools and strategies they should consider to protect their fiscal, physical and human assets in the face of emergencies and disasters.  Some industries may be subject to greater regulatory oversight requiring specific safety actions or plans.  Additional local regulations may be unique to a community.  As you work through this process, be sure that you address these in your overall risk management assessment. The South West Texas Border Small Business Development Center Network prepared this information as a public service. It is not designed as a substitute for legal advice, nor is it a comprehensive statement of the law. 
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Orientation and education can be delivered classroom style session or even as independent study by providing staff with the plan and whatever training materials exist.A table top exercise is a group examination of a hypothetical emergency situation designed to encourage constructive discussion as participants examine and resolve problems based on existing plans and identify where those plans need to be refined. The success of the exercise is largely determined by group participation in the identification of problem areas. There is minimal attempt at simulation in a tabletop exercise. An evacuation drill can be a pre-planned exercise that encourages everyone to run through the basic evacuation procedure to ensure that they understand the plan, the routes, etc.A functional drill can provide opportunities for planning team members to practice their assignments, complete actual checklists or procedures such as using safety equipment.A walk-through drill introduces the planning team to the emergency response plan. In a staff meeting, review key points of the plan, when it is implemented, and how it is executed. Refer participants to communication pathways, guidelines for speaking to the media, emergency contact phone lists, and emergency procedures. Conduct a plan walk-through when a new program is initiated, like a challenge course, or as a new full-time staff member is hired. A full-scale exercise is as real as possible. This type of training requires extensive planning and a major commitment of time and resources. The duration simulates the fatigue, staff changes, and planning cycles that occur in a long incident. This type of drill may not be necessary for every business.  The need for a full-scale exercise might be determined by your overall risk analysis or federal or state requirements for your industry. 
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The Vulnerability Analysis Chart form is available in the resource section or from your local SBDC advisor.Thinking of the former slide, what types of emergencies would you expect most in your community? In your particular industry and  business? (Reminder of examples -  hurricanes, floods, tornados, drought, fire, electrical malfunction, data breach, identify theft, serious out break of flu or pandemic flu, high turn over, loss of key employees, interruption of flow of supplies?On this sheet list as many as you can think of that might occur in your community and/or your business.Then, assess the rate of probability from high to low. Next, think about the impact factors of that particular event:Human Impact  - you, your employees, your customersProperty Impact – your building, your equipment, your inventory, your vehiclesBusiness Impact – your cash flow, your customers, your suppliers, your reputation, your competition, your share/stake holders. What is the probability of each of these impacts? 5 is a high probability, 1 is low.For each of those – Human Impact, Property and Business also identify the rate of impact from high to low.Next, rate the level of resources you have available or have access to from high to low.  If they are they strong, rate that a 1, if they are weak rate that a 5.Remember to consider cost of replacement, repair, down time, temporary space, etc. in the impact.  Also, business interruption, employees unable to report to work, customer interruption, contractual commitments, fines, legal fees, interruption of critical supplies and product distribution all have potential impact and must be considered when determining resources.  It is also possible that you will need to break down a major hazard into various component hazards depending on the complexity of both that emergency event and the various impacts it may have.Let’s take a look at a hazard that poses an annual recurrent threat to a large part of our state – hurricane.
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Thank you for your time! Please review the other training modules available and contact your local SBDC to find out about additional events.
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